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Introduction

 This training is being recorded, so please encourage others in your district to contact me for the recording link.

 Stacy Holzbauer

 Stacy.Holzbauer@state.sd.us

 Alternate Assessment Specialist with the DOE Special Education Programs

mailto:Stacy.Holzbauer@state.sd.us


Training Agenda

 Overview of Core Content Connectors (CCCs) in Individual Education Plans (IEPs):

 History of CCCs

 WHO (which students) should have CCCs in their IEPs?

 WHY should IEP teams use CCCs?

 WHAT are the CCCs in ELA, Math, and Science?

 HOW are CCCs used in IEPs and instruction?

 Other resources for students with significant cognitive disabilities



History of CCC development

 Federal law requires states to test ALL students via regular or alternate assessment and to have Alternate 
Academic Achievement Standards (AAAS).

 South Dakota created AAAS called Core Content Connectors (CCCs), which were used to create the state 
alternate assessment.

 CCCs were created to:

 Align to South Dakota Content Standards in ELA, Math, and Science, as a “bridge” for students to access 
grade level standards.

 Maintain the goal of each state standard, but do not fully extend the skills or knowledge. Complexity, 
breadth, and depth are reduced.

 Guide development of academic IEP goals, short-term objectives/benchmarks, instruction, and post-
school outcomes.



WHO should use CCCs?

 CCCs are only used for students who meet all three criteria for participation in the state alternate assessment:

1. Student has a “significant cognitive disability”.

2. Student requires extensive instruction and support to acquire and maintain skills.

3. Student is learning through alternate academic achievement standards (AAAS)/CCCs.



WHO should use CCCs?

 Individual Education Plan (IEP) teams should use the 
following documents when identifying student 
participation on the Alternate Assessment:

 Alternate Assessment Participation Guidelines

 Alternate Assessment Participation Form

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/AltAssess-Guidelines.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/AltAssess-Form.pdf


WHO should use CCCs?

 When an IEP team identifies that a student meets all three criteria for alternate assessment participation:

1. The Alternate Assessment Participation Form should be filed with the student’s IEP.

2. The decision must be documented in the assessment section of the student’s IEP. Also note the decision in 
the prior written notice.

3. The student’s IEP goals should follow grade-level Core Content Connectors and must include academic short-
term objectives or benchmarks.

 A word of caution…IEP teams should remember that CCCs do not measure the full breadth of the State Content 
Standards.

 Therefore, participation in the state alternate assessment and the use of CCCs for IEP goals affects the 
student’s potential to obtain a high school diploma. 



WHY should IEP teams use CCCs?

 Reflect on your current methods of developing IEP goals/objectives or benchmarks for your students with 
significant cognitive disabilities who participate in the alternate assessment:

 What standards do you currently use as a basis for developing IEP goals/objectives/benchmarks?

 How do you develop IEP goals/objectives/benchmarks when students make minimal progress at 
acquiring/maintaining new skills?

 Are the same IEP goals/objectives/benchmarks repeated year after year?

 Are your students accessing academic content at their grade-level throughout their school year, or does their 
instruction repeatedly address basic pre-requisite skills?

 How is your individualized instruction/curriculum allowing students to progress and demonstrate knowledge 
towards grade level content?



WHY should IEP teams use CCCs?

 It is vital that students with significant cognitive disabilities be engaged in the general education curriculum 
with appropriate modifications and the highest and most rigorous instruction appropriate.

 If we fall short of this goal, we risk:

 failing to give students the opportunity to achieve their fullest academical potential

 failing to prepare students for life and job skills

 failing to provide students with a Free and Appropriate Education (FAPE) as required by federal law

 CCCs help SPED professionals to provide rigorous instruction with rich academic content!



WHAT are the CCCs?

 CCCs are Alternate Academic Achievement Standards (AAAS) that identify the most salient grade-level, core 
academic content in ELA, Mathematics, and Science.

 CCCs:

 illustrate the necessary knowledge and skills to reach the learning targets within the Learning Progression 
Framework (LPF) and the South Dakota State Standards

 focus on the core content, knowledge, and skills needed at each grade to promote success at the next

 identify priorities in each content area to guide the instruction and alternate assessment of students with 
significant cognitive disabilities



WHAT are the CCCs?

 CCCs can be found on SD Alternate Assessment website : 

1. The following are CCCs/AAAS aligned to South Dakota Content Standards:

• ELA: K-5 6-8 9-12

• Math K-5 6-8 9-12

• Science K-5 6-8 9-12

2. The following are comprehensive lists of CCCs/AAAS:

• ELA K-12 Comprehensive List

• Math K-12 Comprehensive List

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/alternate.aspx
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/ELA-K-5-CCC.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/ELA-6-8-CCC.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/ELA-HS-CCC.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Math-CCC-K-5.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Math-CCC-6-8.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Math-CCC-HS.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Science-K-5-CCC.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Science-6-8-CCC.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Science-HS-CCC.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/CCC-ELA-K-12.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/CCC-Math-K-HS.pdf


WHAT are the CCCs in ELA?

 CCCs in English Language Arts address the following strands at each grade level:

 Habits and Dispositions; Reading at Word Level; Reading Informational Text; Reading Literary Text; 
Literary Writing; Informational Writing; Persuasive Writing; Writing Across All Types

 CCCs for English Language Arts (ELA) are available in two ways:

1. CCCs that are aligned to the 2018 SD State Standards for English Language Arts, per grade level spans: 
K-5 6-8 9-12

2. Comprehensive List of all CCCs: ELA K-12 Comprehensive List

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/ELA-K-5-CCC.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/ELA-6-8-CCC.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/ELA-HS-CCC.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/CCC-ELA-K-12.pdf


WHAT are the CCCs in ELA?

1. Identify/select CCC by grade level that are aligned to South Dakota Content Standards:

 These are used for SD Alternate Assessment test item development.



WHAT are the CCCs in ELA?

2. Identify/select CCC by grade level 
from the Comprehensive List.

 These might not be aligned to 
SD Content Standards.

 These are still helpful for 
instructional purposes.



WHAT are the CCCs in Math?

 CCCs in Mathematics address the following strands at each grade level: 

 Data Analysis, Probability, and Statistics; Geometry; Measurement; Numbers and Operations; 
Patterns, Relations, and Functions; Symbolic Expression

 CCCs documents for Math are available in two ways:

1. CCCs that are aligned to the 2018 SD State Standards for Mathematics, per grade level spans: 
K-5 6-8 9-12

2. Comprehensive List of all CCCs: Math K-12 Comprehensive List

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Math-CCC-K-5.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Math-CCC-6-8.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Math-CCC-HS.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/CCC-Math-K-HS.pdf


WHAT are the CCCs in Math?

1. Identify/select CCC by grade 
level that are aligned to SD 
Content Standards:

 These are used for SD 
Alternate Assessment test 
item development.



WHAT are the CCCs in Math?

2. Identify/select CCC by grade level from the 
Comprehensive List.

 These might not be aligned to SD Content 
Standards.

 These are still helpful for instructional 
purposes.



WHAT are the CCCs in Science?

 CCCs for Science are available in three grade spans: K-5 6-8 9-12

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Science-K-5-CCC.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Science-6-8-CCC.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Science-HS-CCC.pdf


HOW are CCCs used in IEPs?

 For students who are taking the alternate assessment and have a “significant cognitive disability”:

1. CCCs should be used to develop curriculum and instructional planning.

 Use CCCs to guide and develop a student’s academic programming for their school year.

 Use CCCs to help a student access general education content alongside their grade level peers.

2. CCCs should be used to develop IEP goals and short-term objectives or benchmarks, which ALL must include:

 Condition – what/how the information is presented

 Target Behavior – specific, observable skill the student will perform

 Criteria – measure of how well/how often the skill must be demonstrated to consider it mastered



HOW are CCCs used in IEPs?

 IEP Technical Assistance Guide - pages 23-24 explains requirements of target behavior/performance in IEP goals 
and short-term objectives or benchmarks:

 Target Behavior/Performance: State the specific skill or observable behavior the student will perform. The 
skill should be linked to the student’s skill-based assessment and to the district’s curriculum and content 
standards (beginning at the student’s current level of performance). 

 If a student is working on alternate content standards and is taking the alternate assessment, all of that student’s 
academic goals MUST include objectives or benchmarks during the school years in which the student will be 
taking state and/or district assessments.  CCCs guide development of short-term objectives and benchmarks:

 Short-term objectives are measurable, intermediate steps between a student's present level of educational 
performance and the annual goals established for the student. Short-term objectives are often used when 
the subskills leading to the goal change over time. 

 Benchmarks are also measurable indicators of skill acquisition. They are broader than short-term objectives 
and typically address major milestones. Benchmarks are often used when the skill or behavior remains the 
same, but the percentage, accuracy, or rate change over time.

https://doe.sd.gov/sped/documents/IEP-TA-22.pdf


HOW are CCCs used in IEPs

 Approaches for short-term objectives or benchmarks:

 Task Analysis Approach – Objectives for component skills of overall goal.

 Sequential Approach – Benchmarks for increasing complexity of skill.

 Holistic Approach – Objectives are “part of the whole.”

 When developing short-term objectives/benchmarks, consider changes of:

 Complexity

 Behavior

 Criteria

 If student is transition age (required before 16, recommended at 14 for students with significant cognitive 
disabilities), CCCs can be embedded throughout IEP goals/objectives/benchmarks that link to Measurable Post-
Secondary Goals.



HOW are CCCs used in IEPs - Math

 Mathematics Example:

 Scenario: Student is in the 3rd grade and will participate in the alternate assessment.  Student’s math skills are 
at the preschool level. 

1. Find the CCCs: Go to the documents CCCs Math K-5 to find 3rd grade CCCs.

2. Review and identify 3rd grade CCCs that are appropriate for the student based on their skill level.

3. Develop the student’s Math goals and short-term objectives or benchmarks.

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Math-CCC-K-5.pdf


HOW are CCCs used in IEPs - Math

 Math Computation Goal Example: Given multiplication problems with both numerals and picture representations, Student will 
correctly solve the problems, in 4 out of 5 trials for 80% accuracy.

 Objective 1 Example: Given an array with rows and columns of 5 or less, Student will find the total number inside the array, in 4 
out of 5 trials for 80% accuracy.

 Objective 2 Example: Given manipulatives and a multiplication equation using numbers 1-5, Student will correctly use the 
manipulatives to model the equation, in 4 out of 5 trials for 80% accuracy.



HOW are CCCs used in IEPs - Math

 Use the Math K-12 Comprehensive List to find 3rd

grade CCCs.  

 Progress Indicators can be used as IEP goals, and 
the CCCs can be used as objectives.

 These CCCs can be used to guide instructional 
planning and progress monitoring.

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/CCC-Math-K-HS.pdf


HOW are CCCs used in IEPs - ELA

 English Language Arts Example:

 Scenario: Student is in the 10th grade and will participate in the alternate assessment.  Student’s 
reading/writing skills are at kindergarten level. 

1. Find the CCCs: Go to the documents CCCs ELA 9-12 to find 10th grade CCCs.

2. Review and identify 10th grade CCCs that are appropriate for the student based on their skill level. 

3. Develop the student’s Reading and Writing goals and short-term objectives or benchmarks.

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/ELA-HS-CCC.pdf


HOW are CCCs used in IEPs - ELA

 Reading Comprehension Goal Example: Given directions (including pictures and concise words) of 6 or less steps to complete a 
task, Student will follow the steps independently in 4 out of 5 trials for 80% accuracy. 

 Objective 1 Example: Given a picture schedule of 6 or less task-analysis steps of making a peanut butter sandwich, Student 
will independently follow all the steps in 4 out of 5 trials for 80% accuracy. (Independent Living)

 Objective 2 Example: Given a picture schedule of 3 tasks (sweep, wash dishes, wipe off tables, etc.) with lines to sign when 
completed, and directions to hand the schedule to an adult when he is done, Student will independently complete each task, 
write his name on the line by each picture, and give the completed schedule to his teacher, in 4 out of 5 trials for 80% 
accuracy. (Employment)



HOW are CCCs used in IEPs - ELA

 Written Expression Goal Example: Given a specific topic, guidance regarding writing steps from an adult, and pictures of 
potential story events, Student will produce a coherent written product, in 3 out of 4 trials for 75% accuracy.

 Objective 1 Example: Given four sequential pictures of a fictional event in random order, Student will put the pictures in 
order, in 3 out of 4 trials for 75% accuracy.

 Objective 2 Example: Given pictures of fictional events, a writing graphic web, and writing step guidance from an adult, 
Student will choose a topic, characters, storyline, and conclusion, in 3 out of 4 trials for 75% accuracy.

 Objective 3 Example: Given three sentences with errors for editing (capitalization, no periods) and guidance from an adult, 
Student will identify and fix the errors, in 3 out of 4 trials for 75% accuracy.



HOW are CCCs used in IEPs - ELA

 Use the ELA K-12 Comprehensive List to 
find 10th grade CCCs.  

 Progress Indicators can be used as IEP 
goals, and the CCCs can be used as 
objectives.

 These CCCs can also be used to guide 
instructional planning and progress 
monitoring.

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/CCC-ELA-K-12.pdf


HOW are CCCs used in IEPs - Science

 Science is not an area of special education eligibility, therefore IEP goals/objectives/benchmarks in science are not 
required. But, best practice is to embed them:

 Science CCCs can be used throughout ELA and Math goals/objectives/benchmarks.

 Math: When presented with a data graph of results from a science experiment…

 ELA: Given pictures cards showing the steps of the scientific method…

 Science CCCs can relate to functional/job skills and physical tasks to help students become college, career, 
and life ready.

 As a student is progressing through grade levels, science CCCs should be used by special education and science 
teachers for curriculum/instructional planning. Share the science documents with science teachers in your 
district:

 K-5 6-8 9-12

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Science-K-5-CCC.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Science-6-8-CCC.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/Science-HS-CCC.pdf


Summary: CCCs in IEPs

 Get to know the CCC documents that apply to your student(s)’ grade level. The documents are there to help!

 Thank you for serving students with significant cognitive disabilities, and thank you in advance for 
incorporating CCCs into your student(s)’ goals/objectives/benchmarks and instruction.



Other Resources

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/alternate.aspx

 Visit the DOE Alternate Assessment website for 
further resources:

 MSAA

 SDSAA

 Instructional Resources

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/alternate.aspx


Questions?

 Questions about Alternate Assessment participation or instruction of students 
with significant disabilities:  

 I will stay on for a few minutes to answer any questions. That concludes this 
training. Thank you for attending.

Stacy Holzbauer, Alternate Assessment Specialist
DOE Special Education Programs

Stacy.Holzbauer@state.sd.us
605-295-3441

mailto:Stacy.Holzbauer@state.sd.us

